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Abstract
In addition to its theoretical interest, computing with circuits has found applications in many other
areas such as secure multi-party computation and outsourced query processing. Yet, the exact circuit
complexity of query evaluation had remained an unexplored topic. In this paper, we present circuit
constructions for conjunctive queries under degree constraints. These circuits have polylogarithmic depth
and their sizes match the polymatroid bound up to polylogarithmic factors. We also propose a definition
of output-sensitive circuit families and obtain such circuits with sizes matching their RAM counterparts.
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Introduction

A classical result in database theory states that (the decision version of) any relational algebra query, when
the query size is taken as a constant, is in NC, i.e., it can be solved by a circuit of polylogarithmic depth and
polynomial size (see e.g. Section 17.1 of [1]). While polynomial time/size used to be considered “efficient”,
many recent efforts have taken a more fine-grained approach, trying to determine the exact polynomial
Õ(N k ) for a given query, where N is the total size of all the relations. In the past two decades, there has
been tremendous progress in efficient RAM algorithms for conjunctive queries (CQs), and the optimal k can
be achieved in many cases [28, 31, 3, 20].
Besides theoretical elegance, a circuit result is stronger than its counterparts in other models of computation: By Brent’s Theorem [12], a circuit of size W and depth D can be evaluated on a P -processor PRAM in
O(W/P + D) steps for any P , which in turn can be simulated in O(W ) steps on a single RAM. The opposite
direction of both simulations is possible with a polynomial overhead [29], but it is a major open problem in
complexity theory whether the overhead can be reduced to polylogarithmic in either case.
We see a gap here. The classical circuit construction [1] is actually quite naive, using Õ(N m ) gates where
m is the number of relations in the query; on the other hand, the recent worst-case efficient RAM algorithms
have k < m, but they are all sequential algorithms, at least as written. There are some intuitive arguments
that these algorithms have high levels of parallelism, but there is no formal proof. Notably, there have been a
series of papers on query evaluation in the massively parallel computation (MPC) model [26, 24, 30]. Indeed,
any MPC algorithm can be simulated on the PRAM, but we have not been able to match the best RAM
running times with MPC algorithms for all CQs. In fact, a recent negative result [22] shows that, for some
CQs, MPC is polynomially weaker than the RAM.
We close this gap in this paper. Our main result is a circuit whose depth is polylogarithmic and whose
size matches the polymatroid bound [20, 3], which is the best known efficiently computable query size upper
bound, up to polylogarithmic factors. By plugging this circuit into the generalized hypertree decomposition
[19] framework, together with a new circuit version of the Yannakakis algorithm [34], we also obtain outputsensitive circuits with sizes matching their RAM counterparts. Compared with the classical result [1], our
new results more quantitatively formalize the intuition that CQs can be evaluated efficiently in parallel.
Beyond complexity theory, circuits of small depth and size have found applications in many other areas.
We mention a few below.
Query evaluation by hardware Computations that require the best performance are often carried out
using hardware. While traditionally it was expensive to build custom chips, new programmable hardware,
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such as PAL and FPGA, has made it much more economical, so one can build customized hardware for
frequently asked queries. Here, the circuit size directly translates into the cost (both the fabrication cost and
power consumption) of the hardware, while the depth corresponds to the time for query evaluation.
Secure multi-party query evaluation In the secure multi-party computation model [14], two or more
parties each hold some private data, and they would like to collectively evaluate a function on their joint
data, without revealing their own data to others. Nearly all generic protocols in this model, such as Yao’s
garbled circuits [35], GMW [18], and BGW [11], are based on expressing the function as a circuit. The
communication and computation costs of these protocols are proportional to the size of the circuit, while the
depth corresponds to the number of communication rounds.
Outsourced query processing Suppose a client uploads her private data to a service provider (e.g.,
Amazon), and later asks queries on them. To protect her data, the client can encrypt them before uploading.
To evaluate a query, the service provider needs to run a program on the encrypted data, which is now possible
by homomorphic encryption [15, 16]. As homomorphic encryption handles data in a black-box fashion and the
program cannot and should not see the plaintext, it cannot make any branching that depends on the actual
data, namely, the program’s access pattern must be oblivious to the input. There are two approaches towards
obliviousness: The first is to use oblivious RAM (ORAM) [17], which translates each logical access into a
polylogarithmic number of physical accesses to random locations of the memory. However, this translation
must be done by the client (who knows the logical address to access), resulting in repeated interaction
between the service provider and the client. On the other hand, if the program can be expressed as a circuit,
which is oblivious by definition, then the process can be made much easier. In particular, evaluating the
circuit requires no interaction, except sending the query at the beginning and receiving the query results (in
encrypted form) in the end. Note that this requires the service provider to be able to generate the circuit
from the given query and the input size, a property known as uniformity.
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Related Work

A number of worst-case efficient RAM algorithms for CQs have been proposed in the literature [28, 31, 3];
among them, we choose to “circuitize” the PANDA algorithm [3] because it can be turned into a relational
circuit, as we show in Section 4.3. This allows us to focus on designing circuits for individual relational
operators. Other algorithms are tuple based, and heavily rely on indexing to achieve the optimal running
time, which has no corresponding circuit implementation. Another nice property of PANDA is that it naturally
supports general degree constraints as opposed to only cardinality constraints.
Arasu and Kaushik [5] describe oblivious algorithms for common relational operators, including acyclic
joins. However, as mentioned above, circuits directly translate to oblivious algorithms but not necessarily
vice versa. Their model assumes the existence of a trusted module (TM) with Õ(1) memory size, which allows
the client to run some code on private data. Thus, ORAM simulation also works with a TM. Their only
theoretical improvement over ORAM simulation is one logarithmic factor. But with the recent discovery of
an optimal ORAM [6], this log-factor improvement disappears. ObliDB [13] provides the first end-to-end
oblivious query processing system for general queries under the TM assumption, which also uses ORAM to
further reduce the cost of some operators. We eliminate the need of a TM (more generally speaking, repeated
interaction with the client) by expressing the query evaluation algorithm as a circuit.
SMCQL [10] is the first database system that supports query evaluation under the secure two-party
computation model using Yao’s garbled circuit. However, the circuit they use is the naive one of the size
Õ(N m ). Secure Yannakakis [32] improves the complexity to linear in the input size plus output size, when
the query is a free-connex join-aggregate query. However, their protocol, in particular the one for joins, is not
based on garbled circuits. Senate [33] is a query processing system under secure multi-party computation.
Their protocol is not purely circuit-based, either.
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3
3.1

Conjunctive Queries
Definition
def

Let [n] = {1, . . . , n}. A conjunctive query (CQ) Q is defined by a hypergraph H == ([n], E), E ⊆ 2[n] and a
non-negative integer k ≤ n. Its variables are {Ai }ni=1 . For each F ∈ E, let RF be a relation of arity |F |. The
query is:
^
Q(A1 , · · · , Ak ) ← ∃(Ak+1 , · · · , An )
RF (AF ),
F ∈E

where AF denotes the tuple (Aj )j∈F . A1 , . . . , Ak are called free variables and Ak+1 , · · · , An are the bound
variables. When k = n, i.e., the set of bound variables is empty, we call it a full query (FCQ). When k = 0,
the query becomes a Boolean query (BCQ), which returns a Boolean value that indicates whether the result
of FCQ is empty (false) or not (true).
We adopt the notion of data complexity, where the query size (i.e., the size of the hypergraph H) is
considered a constant, and measure the complexity in terms of the data size (i.e., the relation cardinalities
|RF | for F ∈ E). We assume that the tuples
P in the relations draw their values from the integer domain [u].
For simplicity we often ignore poly(log( F |RF |), log u) factors, signified by the Õ(·) notation.
In addition to the relation cardinalities, we also use degree constraints [3] to measure the complexity, which
def

would yield much tighter bounds when available. For X ⊆ Y ∈ E and any t ∈ [u]|X| , define deg(Y |t) ==
def

|σX=t (RY )| and deg(Y |X) == maxt deg(Y |t). Then the 3-tuple (X, Y, NY |X ) represents the degree constraint
deg(Y |X) ≤ NY |X . Note that a cardinality constraint |RY | ≤ NY can be considered as a special degree
constraint (∅, Y, NY |∅ = NY ), while a functional dependency AX → AY is also a special degree constraint
(X, Y, NY |X = 1). Our definition is slightly different from that in [3]. In their definition, they allow Y ⊆
F ∈ E. Our restriction Y = F , where F ∈ E, is without loss of generality: If there is a degree constraint
on some Y ⊂ F ∈ E, we just pre-compute RY = ΠY (RF ), and add it to the input relations. We denote
by DC the given set of degree constraints. All the degree constraints apply to the input relations; during
def
our development, we may create new relations, and we use degRY′ (X) == maxt |σX=t (RY′ )| to denote the
maximum degree from X to Y in some new relation RY′ .

3.2

Output Size Bounds for FCQs

A central problem in database theory is to derive upper bounds for the output size of FCQs. The AGM
bound is tight when there are only cardinality constraints [7]. However, when the database instance is subject
to general degree constraints, the AGM bound can be further reduced. In particular, the following output
size bounds have been introduced to take degree constraints into consideration:
Entropic bound Given a query Q defined by hypergraph H = ([n], E), a function h : 2[n] → R≥0 is said to
be entropic if there is a joint distribution on [n] such that h(F ) is the marginal entropy on F for any F ⊆ [n].
Let Γ∗n be the set of entropic functions. Under degree constraints DC, we have the additional constraint
def

def

h(Y |X) == h(Y ) − h(X) ≤ nY |X == log NY |X for each (X, Y, NY |X ) ∈ DC. Denote




^
HDC = h : 2[n] → R≥0
h(Y |X) ≤ nY |X .


(X,Y,NY |X )∈DC

Let |Q(D)| be the output size of Q on database instance D. The following is bound is known as the entropic
bound [20], which is tight in the worst case [3]:
log |Q(D)| ≤

max

h∈Γ∗
n ∩HDC

h([n]).

Polymatroid bound Although the entropic bound is tight, it is not known how to compute it. To address
this issue, Gottlob et al. [20] replace entropic functions with polymatroids. A polymatroid is a set function
h : 2[n] → R≥0 with h(∅) = 0 that satisfies the following two rules (define h(Y |X) = h(Y ) − h(X) as before):
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(R1) (Monotonicity): h(Y ) ≥ h(X) for any X ⊆ Y ⊆ [n];
(R2) (Submodularity): h(I|I ∩ J) ≥ h(I ∪ J|J) for any I, J ⊆ [n].
Let Γn be the set of polymatroid functions, then the polymatroid bound is defined as maxh∈Γn ∩HDC h([n]).
Any entropic function is a polymatroid, so Γ∗n ⊆ Γn , and the following inequalities hold:
log |Q(D)| ≤

max

h∈Γ∗
n ∩HDC

h([n]) ≤

max

h∈Γn ∩HDC

h([n]).

For simplicity we denote the (degree-aware) polymatroid bound as
def

LOGDAPB(Q) ==

max

h∈Γn ∩HDC

h([n]), DAPB(Q) = 2LOGDAPB(Q) ,

so that the polymatroid bound can be written as |Q(D)| ≤ DAPB(Q).
The polymatroid bound degenerates into the AGM bound when there are only cardinality constraints,
so it is tight in this case. However, Abo Khamis et al. [3] show that it is not tight under general degree
constraints. Still, it is the best output size bound under degree constraints, and more importantly, the
PANDA algorithm [3], to be reviewed in more detail in Section 4.4, has running time matching this bound
up to polylogarithmic factors.

3.3

Shannon-flow Inequality

We call the following inequality a Shannon-flow inequality if it holds for any polymatroid function h ∈ Γn :
X
X
δY |X h(Y |X) ≥
λY h(Y ),
(1)
X⊆Y ⊆[n]

Y ⊆[n]

where {δY |X } and {λY } are some non-negative real numbers. By representing {δY |X }, {λX }, {h(Y |X)} as
vectors over (X, Y ) pairs (recall that h(Y ) = h(Y |∅), so λY |X = 0 for any X ̸= ∅), (1) can be concisely written
as ⟨δ, h⟩ ≥ ⟨λ, h⟩, where ⟨·, ·⟩ denotes dot product. The following theorem states that the polymatroid bound
must be the LHS of (1) for some δ.
Theorem 1 ([3]). For any FCQ
P Q, there exists a non-negative vector δ such that ⟨δ, h⟩ ≥ h([n]) is a
Shannon-flow inequality, and (X,Y )∈DC δY |X · nY |X = LOGDAPB(Q).

3.4

Proof Sequence

A main result from [3] is that any Shannon-flow inequality, in particular the one whose LHS corresponds to
the polymatroid bound, can be proved by just applying the monotonicity and submodularity rules above. To
formalize a proof sequence, they also introduce the following two additional rules, which simply follow from
the definition h(Y |X) = h(Y ) − h(X):
(R3) (Composition): h(X) + h(Y |X) ≥ h(Y );
(R4) (Decomposition): h(Y ) ≥ h(X) + h(Y |X).
For example, the following Shannon-flow inequality, which corresponds to the AGM bound for the triangle
query,
h(AB) + h(BC) + h(AC) ≥ 2h(ABC),
(2)
can be proved by applying the four rules as follows:
h(AB) + h(BC) + h(AC)
≥ h(ABC|C) + h(BC) + h(AC)

(submodularity)

≥ h(ABC|C) + h(C) + h(BC|C) + h(AC)

(decomposition)

≥ [h(ABC|C) + h(C)] + [h(ABC|AC) + h(AC)]

(submodularity)

≥ h(ABC) + h(ABC) = 2h(ABC).

(composition)
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Such a proof can be considered as a sequence of transformations converting the LHS of (1), represented by
the vector δ, to its RHS, represented by λ (for any Shannon-flow inequality corresponding to a polymatroid
bound of an FCQ, we have λY = 1 if Y = [n] and 0 otherwise). Thus, each rule effectively adds a “rule vector”
to δ, eventually converting it to a vector no less than λ. We denote these rule vectors as sIJ , mXY , cXY , dY X ,
which stand for submodularity, monotonicity, composition, and decomposition, respectively. For example,
in dY X , the component for (∅, Y ) is −1, the components for (∅, X) and (X, Y ) are +1, while the other
components are 0. This way, the proof above can be encoded as the following proof sequence:
ProofSeq = (sAB,C , dBC,C , sBC,AC , cC,ABC , cAC,ABC ) .

(3)

The steps in a proof sequence may be weighted, so a more general definition is ProofSeq = (w1 f1 , . . . , wℓ fℓ ),
where
1. each fi ∈ {sIJ , mXY , cXY , dY X } is called a proof step;
def

2. the vectors δ0 == δ, δ1 , . . . , δℓ defined by δi = δi−1 + wi fi are non-negative; and
3. δℓ ≥ λ (element-wise comparison).
The following theorem is a direct result from Theorem B.12 and Proposition B.13 in [25] (the full version
of [3]).
Theorem 2. For any Shannon-flow inequality ⟨δ, h⟩ ≥ ⟨λ, h⟩ with ∥λ∥1 = 1, there exists a proof sequence
of length O(n4 · 384n ).
Recall that n is the number of variables. Thus, although the proof sequence may be exponentially long
in n, it is a constant in terms of data complexity.

3.5

The PANDA Algorithm

PANDA (Algorithm 1 before our modifications) is a RAM algorithm that takes an FCQ Q, the degree
constraints
DC, and the database instance D as inputs, and computes Q(D) in time Õ(N + DAPB(Q)), where
P
N = F ∈E |RF | is the total size of all the relations. At a high level, the reader can think of PANDA as a query
planner that computes Q(D) via a sequence of Õ(1) operations1 , where each operation is a projection (line 9
and 16), a join (line 24), a decomposition (line 14), or a union (line 19), and each operation is guaranteed to
take time Õ(N +DAPB(Q)). For decomposition, it decomposes a relation RY into k = O(log N ) sub-relations
(i)
{RY }ki=1 such that
(i)
(i)
(a) ∪ki=1 RY = RY , (b) degR(i) (X) ≤ NY |X ,
Y
(4)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(c) |RX | ≤ NX ,
(d) NX · NY |X ≤ N,
(i)

(i)

(i) def

(i)

for some {NX } and {NY |X }, where RX == ΠX (RY ). Another important concept in PANDA is the notion of
a guard : A relation RY is said to guard 2 the degree constraint (X, Y, NY |X ) if X ⊆ Y and degRY (X) ≤ NY |X .

4

Circuits

4.1

Boolean Circuits

A Boolean circuit is a directed acyclic graph C = (V, E), where the nodes in V are called the gates. All
nodes have in-degree3 at most 2. Gates with no incoming edges are called the inputs, while gates with no
outgoing edges are the outputs. Every gate with two incoming edges is associated with a Boolean operator
1 The

exponent in the polylogarithmic factor depends on the length of the proof sequence.
definition of a guard is slightly different from [3]. They also consider a relation RF as a guard if X ⊆ Y ⊆ F and
degΠY (RF ) (X) ≤ NY |X . We add the extra requirement Y = F , which simplifies the design of the circuits. Accordingly, we
modify PANDA (e.g., line 16 of Algorithm 1) to ensure that every degree constraint has a guard.
3 Some circuit models also consider gates with unlimited in-degree, but this will only make a logarithmic-factor difference in
the depth of the circuit.
2 Our
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Algorithm 1: PANDA-C(R, DC, (λ, δ), ProofSeq)
Input: ⟨δ, h⟩ ≥ ⟨λ, h⟩ is a Shannon-flow inequality with proof sequence ProofSeq
Input: DC are input degree constraints guarded by input relations R
1 if RB ∈ R for some B ∈ B then
2
return TB = R;
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Let ProofSeq = (w · f , ProofSeq′ );
δ′ ← δ + w · f ;
if f = sI,J then
return PANDA-C(R, DC, (λ, δ ′ ), ProofSeq′ );
else if f = mX,Y then
Let RY be a guard for (∅, Y, NY ) ∈ DC;
R′ ← R ∪ {ΠX (RY )};
def

DC′ ← DC ∪ {(∅, X, NX == |ΠX (R)|)};
def

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

DC′ ← DC ∪ {(∅, X, NX == NY )};
return PANDA-C(R′ , DC′ , (λ, δ ′ ), ProofSeq′ );
else if f = dY,X then
Let RY ∈ R be a guard for (∅, Y, NY ) ∈ DC;
(1)

(k)

Decompose RY → RY ∪ · · · ∪ RY subject to (4);
for j ← 1 to k do in parallel
(j)
(j)
R(j) ← R ∪ {ΠX (RY ), RY };
(j)

(j)

(j)

(j)

DC(j) ← DC ∪ {(∅, X, NX ), (X, Y, NY |X )} as in (86) in [25] (the full version of [3]);
DC(j) ← DC ∪ {(∅, X, NX ), (X, Y, NY |X )} as line 7 in Algorithm 2;

18
19

(j)

(TB )B∈B ← PANDA-C(R(j) , DC(j) , (λ, δ ′ ), ProofSeq′ );


def
(j)
return TB == ∪kj=1 TB
;
B∈B

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

else if f = cX,Y then
Let RX be a guard of (∅, X, NX ) ∈ DC;
Let RW be a guard of (Z, W, NW |Z ) ∈ DC supporting δY |X ;
if NX · NW |Z ≤ DAPB(Q) then
Compute TY ← RX ⋊
⋉ RW ;
R′ = R ∪ {TY };
def

DC′ = DC ∪ {(∅, Y, NY == |TY |)};
def

27
28
29
30
31

DC′ = DC ∪ {(∅, Y, NY == NX · NW |Z )};
return PANDA-C(R′ , DC′ , (λ, δ ′ ), ProofSeq′ );
else
Let ⟨δ ′ , h⟩ ≥ ⟨λ′ , h⟩ be the truncated Shannon-flow inequality (see Lemma 5.11 in [25]);
Recompute a fresh ProofSeq for ⟨δ ′ , h⟩ ≥ ⟨λ′ , h⟩;
return PANDA-C(R, DC, (λ′ , δ ′ ), ProofSeq′ );
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from {∧, ∨}, and every gate with one incoming edge must be associated with ¬. The truth value of an input
gate is specified by the input, while the truth values of other gates are defined inductively in the natural
way: the truth value of a gate v is the result of applying the logical operator on the truth values of the two
(or one) gates connected by the incoming edges to v. The size of C is |V |, while its depth is the length of
the longest path from any input gate to any output gate.
For certain applications, it is more efficient to use arithmetic circuits, where each edge (wire) carries
an integer and the gates can perform basic arithmetic operations: addition, subtraction and multiplication.
Since each tuple can be represented by O(log u) bits and we do not care about polylogarithmic factors, we
will not make the distinction between Boolean circuits and arithmetic circuits. For convenience, we will allow
each wire to carry an integer, a tuple, or a Boolean value, and each gate can perform any standard operation
on them.

4.2

Uniform Circuits

In order to use circuits as algorithms, they need to be uniform. Formally, a family of circuits is (logspace)
uniform if there exists a deterministic Turing machine M , such that M outputs a description of CN on input
1N for any N in O(log N ) space, where CN is the circuit handling inputs of size N . For the problem of
query evaluation under degree constraints, the “input size” actually consists of all the degree constraints DC,
together with thePdomain size u. For a query Q, the Turing machine that generates the circuit is required to
use space O(log( F |RF |) + log u). In this paper, the circuits we propose are all uniform.

4.3

Relational Circuits

We will design our circuit in two steps. First, for any query Q, we will design a relational circuit, in which
each wire carries a relation and each gate is one of the standard relational operators: selection, projection,
join, and union. The in-degree of the first two gates is one while it is two for the latter two gates. In the
second step (Section 5), we replace each relational gate by a Boolean circuit.
A relational circuit is very similar to a traditional query evaluation plan, but with the following differences.
Pure relational circuits Note that every CQ (or union of CQs) can be evaluated by a relational circuit
of constant size, by definition. However, the evaluation cost can vary significantly over different circuits. To
define the cost of a relational circuit more precisely, we first define the cost of each relational operator:
1. The cost of selection σφ (R) is |R|.
2. The cost of projection ΠF (R) is |R|.
3. The cost of join R ⋊
⋉ S is |R| + |S| + |R ⋊
⋉ S|.
4. The cost of union R ∪ S is |R| + |S|.
Then, the cost of a relational circuit is defined as the total costs of all its relational gates on the worst-case
database instance. Note that standard algorithms for these operators in the RAM model match these costs
asymptotically [1].
Extended relational circuits However, no pure relational circuits using only the four relational operators
above achieve a worst-case cost of Õ(N + DAPB(Q)), even for the triangle query Q△ = RAB ⋊
⋉ RBC ⋊
⋉ RAC .
Thus, we equip relational circuits with two more operators: aggregation and sorting. They are not defined
in the pure relational algebra, but are routinely found in practical database systems. As we shall see, they
can also be easily implemented by circuits.
A (group-by) aggregation operator is a natural extension of projection, hence denoted as ΠF,agg(A) (R).
It first partitions the input relation R according to a set of attributes F , and then computes the aggregate
over attribute A for each group. Common aggregations are count, sum, max and min. For the count
aggregation, we simply write ΠF,count (R) without having to specify A. Note that the output relation of
ΠF,agg(A) (R) consists of |F | + 1 attributes: all the attributes in F plus the aggregate.
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RABC

(1)
|RABC |

RAB

|RAB | ≤ N

deg(C|∅) ≤

≤

N 1.5

S

o
n
√

(2)

|RABC | ≤ N 1.5
|RAC | ≤ N

o
n

deg(BC|C) ≤

N

√

RAC

N

ΠBC ◦ σcount≤√N

ΠC ◦ σcount>√N

|RBC,count | ≤ N
|RBC | ≤ N

o
n

deg(C|C) ≤ 1
ΠC,count

RBC
|RBC | ≤ N

Figure 1: A relational circuit for the triangle query, where the wires are labeled with cardinality and degree
bounds.
Since relations are sets of tuples, sorting takes the form of an ordering operator τF (R). More precisely,
τF (R) adds a new order column to R, which is the position number of the tuple after sorting R by F , where
ties can be broken arbitrarily.
Relational circuits with bounded wires There is another crucial difference between relational circuits
and Boolean circuits. For any given query Q, we just design one relational circuit, but with the latter, we
have to design a uniform family of circuits, parameterized by the input size (DC for the query evaluation
problem). A related, and more technical, issue is that each wire in a relational circuit carries a relation, but
each wire in a Boolean circuit can only carry one bit (or one tuple if polylogarithmic factors are ignored).
This poses a difficulty in our second step, where we replace each relational gate by a Boolean circuit. In
particular, a join gate may produce an output relation of size |R| · |S|, so the Boolean circuit for a join must
have at least this size in preparation for the worst case.
To resolve the difficulty, we require the relational circuits to have bounded wires, i.e., each wire is parameterized by certain degree constraints (including cardinality constraints) and only carries relations conforming
to these constraints. As the input wires are bounded, the costs of the relational gates can also be bounded.
More precisely, we define their costs as follows:
1. The cost of a selection, projection, aggregation, or sorting gate, which takes an input relation R with
the constraint |R| ≤ N , is N .
2. The cost of a union gate, which takes two input relations R and S with the constraints |R| ≤ N ,
|S| ≤ M , is M + N .
3. The cost of a join gate, which takes two input relations R, S with the constraints |R| ≤ M , degF (S) ≤ N ,
|S| ≤ N ′ where F is the set of common attributes between R and S, is M N + N ′ .
Note that the costs defined above only depend on the constraints on the input wires but not the actual
instance. In Section 5 we will replace these relational gates by Boolean circuits whose size matches these
costs, up to polylogarithmic factors. Thus, the overall size of the Boolean circuit for the query will be exactly
the total costs of all the relational gates.
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Example 1. We design an extended relational circuit with bounded wires for for Q△ in Figure 1. For simplicity We consider the case where DC only includes cardinality constraints |RAB | ≤ N, |RBC | ≤ N, |RAC | ≤ N .
In this case, DAPB(Q△ ) = O(N 1.5 ), and this relational circuit achieves this cost. It √
uses the now-classical
idea
of
dividing
the
values
in
one
attribute
(C
in
this
example)
into
heavy
(degree
>
N ) and light (degree
√
≤ N ). This results in bounded wires and the cost of each gate is O(N 1.5 ). Note that this relational circuit
may produce some false positives, which can be removed by (semi-)joining its output relation RABC with all
input relations. The costs of these extra join gates are all O(N 1.5 ) as well. For this particular query under
only cardinality constraints, we do not need the sorting operator, which will be needed for general queries
under arbitrary degree constraints.
In the rest of the paper, a relational circuit always refers to one with bounded wires and extended with
aggregation and sorting gates. Note that since the wires are now parameterized, for a given query Q, we will
need to design a family of relational circuits, one for each set of degree constraints DC. To achieve uniformity,
the corresponding relational circuit should be generated in log-space.

4.4

PANDA-C: Relational Circuits for FCQs

The relational circuit for the triangle query in Figure 1 has constant size and the optimal cost O(N 1.5 ).
However, it is an open question whether constant-sized relational circuits exist that achieve Õ(N +DAPB(Q))
cost for an arbitrary FCQ, even if there are only cardinality constraints and all cardinality constraints are
∗
equal (to N ). Note that in this case, DAPB(Q) = N ρ where ρ∗ is the minimum fractional edge cover number
of the hypergraph H of the query.
Nevertheless, we are able to design a polylogarithmic-sized relational circuit for an arbitrary FCQ under
general degree constraints while achieving cost Õ(N + DAPB(Q)), by appropriately modifying PANDA. We
call the modified algorithm PANDA-C. There are two differences between PANDA and PANDA-C:
Data independence If we think of PANDA as a query evaluation algorithm, PANDA-C would be a query
compiler, i.e., it takes Q and DC as inputs, but not D, and will generate a relational circuit that works for
any D that conforms to DC. In particular, this means that the sequence of operations can only depend on Q
and DC. To this end, we modify the original PANDA algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1, where the modified
code is marked like this.
Decomposition Another missing piece to make PANDA-C a relational circuit is the decomposition operation (see Section 3.5). We design a relational circuit for this operation in Algorithm 2, which has Õ(1) size
and Õ(N ) cost. Note that this is where we need the sorting gate.
Algorithm 2: Decomposition Circuit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

RY,count ← RY ⋊
⋉ ΠX,count (RY );
k ← 1 + ⌊log N ⌋;
for i ← 1 to k do in parallel
(i)
TY ← ΠY (σ2i−1 ≤count<2i (RY,count ));
(2i−1)

(i)

RY

= ΠY (σorder is odd (τX (TY )));

(2i)
RY =
(2i−1)
NX

(i)
ΠY (σorder is even (τX (TY )));
(2i)
(2i−1)
= NX = ⌊N/2i−1 ⌋, NY |X

(2i)

= NY |X = 2i−1 ;

(i)

return {RY }2k
i=1 ;

Correctness Proof to Algorithm 2. We show that the algorithm satisfies the four conditions in (4). Line
1 associates every tuple in RY with its degree on X. Then for i = 1, 2, . . . , k, line 4 finds the set of all tuples
(i)
in RY that have degree on X between 2i−1 (included) and 2i (excluded), and denotes it as TY . Therefore
(i)
(i)
we have degT (i) (X) ≤ 2i − 1 and |ΠX (TY )| ≤ NY /2i−1 . Line 5–6 further splits TY into two equally-sized
Y
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(1)

RAC ⋊
⋉ RBC
..
.
(k)

RAC ⋊
⋉ RBC
(i)

(i)

RBC → ∪2k
i=1 RBC

∪2k
i=1 RABC
(k+1)

RAB ⋊
⋉ RC
..
.

(2k)

RAB ⋊
⋉ RC

Figure 2: A relational circuit generated by PANDA-C for the triangle query, where k = log N .
(2i−1)

halves based on the parity of the order number, so that the degrees for the same value on X in RY
and
(2i)
i
i−1
RY differ by at most 1, and hence the maximum degree of two relations are bounded by ⌈(2 − 1)/2⌉ = 2 .
Define parameters as in line 7, then the four conditions in (4) can be verified easily.
Now we are ready to prove the correctness of PANDA-C.
Correctness Proof to Algorithm 1. We follow the proof in [3]. Note that we only change the assignments
of DC in Algorithm 1. We only need to prove the following two invariants:
X
n(δY |X ) ≤ ∥λ∥1 · LOGDAPB,
(5a)
(X,Y )

nY |∅ ≤ LOGDAPB.

(5b)

The other two invariants naturally hold because they do not rely on DC.
The two invariants are satisfied at the beginning as shown in [3]. Now for each proof step f :
1. f = sI,J is a submodularity step. The proof for this case is exactly the same with [3].
2. f = mX,Y is a monotonicity step. Now NX|∅ = NY |∅ instead of |ΠX (R)|. However, the inequality
NX|∅ ≤ NY |∅ still holds, so the proof for this case directly follows [3].
(j)

(j)

3. f = dY,X is a decomposition step. Recall in Inequalities (4) we have NX · NY |X ≤ NY for each j, so
(j)

(j)

(j)

nX|∅ + nY |X ≤ nY |∅ , which implies invariant (5a). Besides, invariant (5b) holds since NX ≤ NY ≤
DAPB.
4. f = cX,Y is a composition step. If NX · NW |Z ≤ DAPB, then NY = NX · NW |Z ≤ DAPB, so invariant
(5b) holds; invariant (5a) holds because nY |∅ = nX|∅ + nW |Z . If NX · NW |Z > DAPB, then we also have
nX|∅ + nW |Z > LOGDAPB, so we prove the two invariants by following the proof of [3].

Since PANDA-C has a constant number of recursion levels and each level may produce O(log N ) subproblems due to the decomposition operator, the total size of the relational circuit is polylogarithmic. Also,
it is easy to see that it can be ran in log-space. So we conclude the following theorem:
Theorem 3. There is a log-space Turing machine that, given an FCQ Q and degree constraints DC, generates
a relational circuit that computes Q(D) for any D conforming to DC. The generated relational circuit has
size Õ(1) and cost Õ(N + DAPB(Q)).
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Example 2. Revisiting the triangle query in Example 1, the relational circuit generated by PANDA-C is
more complicated. For this query, the Shannon-flow inequality is (2), and suppose PANDA-C uses the proof
sequence (3). Since f2 = dBC,C , it will first decompose RBC into 2 log N sub-relations, instead of two as
in Example 1. Each sub-relation is joined with either RAB or RAC . Finally, all join results are unioned
together, as shown in Figure 2. Again, this relational circuit may produce some false positives, which can be
removed by joining the results with the input relations.

5

From Relational Circuits to Boolean Circuits

In this section, we replace each relational gate in the relational circuit generated from the previous section
with a Boolean circuit. Recall that each wire in the PANDA-C relational circuit carries a relation of size
bounded by, say, K. In the Boolean circuit, we replace it with Boolean wires that carry exactly K tuples
(which require Õ(K) Boolean wires). Of course, on any actual data instance D, there may not be exactly K
tuples. In this case, we simply pad dummy tuples. One way to implement this is to add a special Boolean
attribute Z to each tuple t, and set t.Z = 0 if the tuple t is dummy and t.Z = 1 if not. For conciseness,
we will only say “set t to dummy” or “check whether t is dummy” while the underlying implementation is
obvious.
Some relational gates have straightforward circuits:
• Selection σφ (R) can be trivially implemented by a Boolean circuit of Õ(1) depth and Õ(N ) size under
the constraint |R| ≤ N . Note that in the circuit implementation, all tuples in R will be in the output,
except that those that do not pass the filter condition φ will be set to dummy.
• Ordering (sorting) τF (R) can be implemented by a sorting network, such as the Bitonic sorter [9] or
the AKS network [4], both of which have Õ(N ) size and Õ(1) depth. When R has dummy tuples, we
ensure that all non-dummy tuples are placed before the dummy tuples after the sorting. Then all the
non-dummy tuples will get their correct order number.
• Projection ΠF (R) is described in Algorithm 3, where without loss of generality, we consider the projection ΠA (RAB ) subject to |R| ≤ N . The circuit has depth Õ(1) and size Õ(N ).
• Union R ∪ S can be realized by simply applying the projection circuit on all attributes on all tuples in
R and S, noting that the projection circuit eliminates duplicates.

Algorithm 3: Projection Circuit

6

Remove column B from R;
Sort R by A;
Define ti as the i-th tuple of R for any i;
for i ← 2 to N do in parallel
if ti .A = ti−1 .A then
Set ti to dummy;

7

return R;

1
2
3
4
5

Below we describe how to replace other relational gates with Boolean circuits with Õ(1) depth and size
matching the cost of the corresponding relational gate up to polylogarithmic factors. Together these yield
the main result of this chapter.
Theorem 4. For any FCQ Q, there is a uniform family of Boolean circuits computing Q(D) for any D
conforming to given degree constraints DC. The circuit has Õ(1) depth and Õ(N + DAPB(Q)) size.
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Algorithm 4: ⊕-Scan Circuit

3

for i ← 0 to ⌈log N ⌉ − 1 do
for j ← 2i + 1 to N do in parallel
Update xj ← xj−2i ⊕ xj ;

4

return (xj )N
j=1 ;

1
2

5.1

Scan and Segmented Scan

For a sequence X = (xi )N
i=1 and a binary associative operator ⊕, a ⊕-scan on X, also known as the prefix
sums problem, produces an output sequence (x1 , x1 ⊕ x2 , · · · , x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ xN ). The classical ⊕-scan circuit
[21] for this problem has depth Õ(1) and size Õ(N ), as described in Algorithm 4.
For our purpose, we need to extend the scan circuit above to compute a segmented scan: We are given
a binary associative operator ⊕ and a sequence X that consists of k segments X = (X1 , . . . , Xk ). The i-th
i
segment has length Ni , and Xi = ((ai , bij ))N
j=1 where ai ̸= aj for any i ̸= j, namely, the ai ’s delineate the
segments and we would like to compute the prefix sums segment by segment. More precisely, a ⊕-segmented
i
scan takes X as input, and produces an output sequence Y = (Y1 , . . . , Yk ), where Yi is the ⊕-scan of {bij }N
j=1 .
Since X are represented by two sequences A and B where X[i] = (A[i], B[i]), we also call this operation as a
⊕-scan on B segmented by A. Note that neither k nor any Ni is known to the circuit, so one cannot simply
compute each Yi using a ⊕-scan.
¯ as
We modify the original ⊕-scan circuit to perform a ⊕-segmented scan. Define the binary operator ⊕
follows:
(
(a2 , b1 ⊕ b2 ), if a1 = a2 ,
¯ 2 , b2 ) =
(a1 , b1 )⊕(a
(a2 , b2 ),
otherwise.
¯ is associative, and applying a ⊕-scan
¯
It can be verified that ⊕
on X yields Y exactly.

5.2

Aggregation

Without loss of generality, consider the aggregation ΠA,agg(B) (R), where R is a relation with attributes A
and B, and |R| ≤ N . We describe the aggregation circuit in Algorithm 5. The correctness of our circuit is
obvious, and the depth and size are Õ(1) and Õ(N ) respectively.
Algorithm 5: Aggregation Circuit

6

Sort R by A;
Run agg-scan circuit on {t.B}t∈R segmented by {t.A}t∈R ;
Let ti be the i-th tuple of R;
for i ← 2 to N do in parallel
if ti is not dummy and ti .A = ti−1 .A then
Set ti−1 to dummy;
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return R;

1
2
3
4
5

5.3

Primary Key Join

Join circuits require more work. Recall that the join gate computes R ⋊
⋉ S under the constraints |R| ≤ M ,
degF (S) ≤ N , |S| ≤ N ′ where F is the set of common attributes between R and S, and we need to design a
circuit of depth Õ(1) and size Õ(M N + N ′ ) for this purpose. The naive circuit that checks all pairs would
result in a size of O(M N ′ ).
Without loss of generality, assume R has attributes A, B and S has attributes B, C. We first consider
the special case N = 1, i.e., B is the primary key of S, so we call this join a primary key join.
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?
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a1
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B
b1
b1
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b3

C
c1
c1
c1
?
c1

A
a1
−−−−−−→
a2
Line 6–10

B
b1
b1

C
c1
c1

dummy

Figure 3: Primary key join example
Circuit Description We assume the existence of a dummy value ‘?’ that will never appear in the database
instance. Define the binary (repetition) operator ⊕ as c1 ⊕ c2 = c1 . We also introduce the truncation
operation: When we are certain that a relation R with size N has at most M non-dummy tuples for some
M < N , we first sort R so that non-dummy tuples are in front of dummy ones, and discard the last N − M
tuples of R which must be dummy. Note that when N ≤ M , the truncation does nothing.
The primary key join circuit is described in Algorithm 6. See Figure 3 for a running example.
Algorithm 6: Primary Key Join Circuit
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

Add attribute C to R with values set to ‘?’;
Add attribute A to S with values set to ‘?’;
J(A, B, C) ← R(A, B, C) ∪ S(A, B, C);
Sort J by (B, C) such that tuples with C ̸= ‘?’ is placed in the front of other tuples with the same
values on B;
Run ⊕-scan circuit on {t.C}t∈J segmented by {t.B}t∈J ;
for t ∈ J do in parallel
if t.A = ‘?’ or t.C = ‘?’ then
Set t to dummy;
Truncate J to size M ;
return J(A, B, C);

Correctness Proof to Algorithm 6. Note that for each b, there is at most 1 tuple with C ̸= ‘?’ in σB=b (J)
after line 3, because B is the primary key of S. If it exists, it is placed at the beginning of σB=b (J), and its
value c is copied to other tuples. Otherwise the tuple does not exists, meaning there is no tuple in S that
can join with σB=b (R), thus these tuples are set to dummy.
Complexity Analysis Since |R| = M and |S| = N ′ (including dummy tuples), |J| has M + N ′ tuples.
All subsequent circuits on J have Õ(1) depth and Õ(M + N ′ ) size, so does the primary key join circuit.

5.4

Degree-bounded Join

Next, we design the join circuit for a general N ≥ 2. Assume N = 2n + 1 for some n ∈ N. Note that if this
is not the case, we can relax N to N̄ = 2⌈log N ⌉ + 1 without affecting the asymptotic circuit size.
Circuit Description Our circuit works by concatenating values of C in σB=b (S) for each b ∈ B. For this
purpose, for each tuple (b, c) ∈ S, we rewrite it as (b, (c)), where (c) represents a length-1 sequence. We
denote by (c1 , c2 ) the concatenation of two sequences c1 and c2 . The join circuit is described in Algorithm 7,
and a running example is given in Figure 4. Below we elaborate on the idea to help with the understanding.
The key observation of the algorithm is that, for any b, tuples with B = b are consecutive. If we combine
each pair of neighboring tuples (line 6–11), for each B = b, only the first tuple and the last tuple may not
succeed, since their neighboring tuples may not have the same value on B or are dummy tuples. It can
13

Algorithm 7: Degree-bounded Join Circuit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Update S ← S ⋊
⋉ ΠB (R);
Sort S by B; Truncate S to size M N ;
for i ← 1 to n do
Ni ← |S|;
Define tj = (bj , cj ) as the j-th tuple of S for any j;
for j ← 1 to ⌊Ni /2⌋ do in parallel
if b2j−1 = b2j and t2j is not dummy then
Update t2j .C ← (c2j−1 , c2j );
Set t2j−1 to dummy;
else
Update t2j .C ← (c2j , c2j );
for j ← 1 to ⌈Ni /2⌉ do in parallel
Update t2j−1 .C ← (c2j−1 , c2j−1 );
Ni+1 ← min{Ni , (2n−i + 1)M };
Sort S by B; Truncate S to size Ni+1 ;
N ′ ← |S|;
Define tj = (bj , cj ) as the j-th tuple of S for any j;
for j ← 1 to N ′ − 1 do in parallel
if ti .B = ti+1 .B and ti+1 .B is not dummy then
Update ti .C ← (ti .C, ti+1 .C);
Set ti+1 to dummy;
else
Update ti .C ← (ti .C, ti .C);
Update tN ′ .C ← (tN ′ .C, tN ′ .C);
Truncate S to size M ;
Compute J(A, B, C) ← R ⋊
⋉ S using a primary key join circuit;
Let J ′ (A, B, C) be an empty relation;
for t ∈ J do in parallel
(a, b, (c1 , . . . , c2n+1 )) ← t;
for i = 1 to 2n+1 do in parallel
Insert (a, b, ci ) to J ′ ;
Remove duplicates in J ′ by updating J ′ ← ΠA,B,C (J ′ );
Truncate J ′ to size M N ;
return J ′ ;
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Figure 4: Degree-bounded join example, where M = 3, N = 5, R = {(a1 , b1 ), (a2 , b2 ), (a1 , b3 )}.
be verified that when the degree of b in S is d > 1, then after going through line 6–11, it becomes at most
⌊d/2⌋+1. Specifically, the degree constraint deg(BC|B) ≤ 2n +1 becomes deg(BC|B) ≤ 2n−1 +1. Therefore,
after repeating line 6–11 for n times, the degree bound becomes 2n−1 + 1, 2n−2 + 1, . . . , 20 + 1 = 2. Note that
the degree bound cannot be reduced from 2 to 1 by more repetitions. For example, after sorting the third
table of Figure 4, the two tuples with B = b2 have no chance to be combined. Therefore, we use a different
method for the last combination in line 16–24, which reduces the degree bound to 1, making B the primary
key of S. Then we can invoke the primary key join circuit.
The reader may wonder why we do not use the scan circuit to combine the C values, by defining c1 ⊕ c2 =
(c1 , c2 ). The problem with this method is that the cost of each ⊕ operation is no longer constant, as the size
of C doubles after each level. In fact, doing so would result in a circuit of quadratic size. The key to avoiding
the size blowup is the observation that, as more C values are combined, the number of non-dummy tuples
in S must reduce. Then we throw away some dummy tuples by truncation to reduce the size of S after each
level, so that the size of the circuit is only logarithmically larger.
Correctness Proof to Algorithm 7. We prove that we never throw non-dummy tuples in line 14–15. As
explained in Section 5.4, we have deg(BC|B) ≤ 2n−i + 1. Therefore, the number of tuples in S that can join
with R is at most (2n−i + 1)M , and tuples that cannot join have already been marked as dummy in line 1,
hence line 14–15 do not throw non-dummy tuples.
Complexity Analysis We analyze the complexity of line 1–15 in Algorithm 7, as other parts obviously have
Õ(1) depth and Õ(M N ) size. Line 1–2 computes a projection, primary key join, sorting, and a truncation,
so the total depth is Õ(1) and size is Õ(M + N ′ ). After truncation, |S| ≤ M N always holds in line 3–15,
so the depth of the circuit in each loop is dominated by that of sorting, which is Õ(1). In the i-th loop,
we have Ni ≤ (2n−i+1 + 1)M , and the circuit size of line 7–11 and line 13 is O(2i ) (the
of C);
Plength
n
i
the circuit size of the sorting is Õ(Ni · 2i ). Therefore, the circuit size of line 3–15 is Õ
N
·
=
i=1 i 2

Pn
n−i+1
i
′
Õ
+ 1)M · 2 = Õ(M N ). The total size is therefore Õ(M N + N ).
i=1 (2

6

Output-sensitive Circuits

Running times of RAM algorithms come in two flavors: Õ(f (DC)) and Õ(g(DC)+|Q(D)|), where the latter is
referred to as an output-sensitive running time, which is more attractive, both theoretically and practically:
Theoretically, because |Q(D)| is the unavoidable cost of reporting the output, g(DC) represents the “intrinsic”
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cost of the query. Indeed, for many queries we have g(DC) < f (DC), while f (DC) usually matches the worstcase bound on |Q(D)|, so Õ(f (DC)) is worst-case optimal simply because the output size can be this large on
the worst-case D. In practice, an output-sensitive algorithm can benefit from the fact that |Q(D)| is much
smaller than f (DC) on most real-world instances.
Unfortunately, since a circuit, hence its size, must be independent of D, the size has to be Õ(f (DC)) just to
prepare for the worst-case input. Thus there is no counterpart of “output-sensitive” algorithms in the circuit
model. Nevertheless, we observe that in many applications of circuits, such as parallel computing, MPC, and
querying outsourced data (not query evaluation by hardware though), one does not have to complete the
entire query evaluation with a single circuit. With these applications in mind, we define an output-sensitive
circuit to consist of two uniform families of circuits: The first family is parameterized by DC, and each
circuit in this family computes |Q(D)| for any D conforming to DC; the second family is parameterized by
DC and OUT, and each circuit in this family computes Q(D) for any D subject to both the degree constraint
DC and the output size constraint |Q(D)| = OUT. In any of the applications mentioned above, one uses
the first circuit to compute |Q(D)| (for BCQs, this step can be skipped since |Q(D)| = 1), and then uses
OUT = |Q(D)| as a parameter to build and evaluate the second circuit. Note that in MPC model or querying
outsourced data, this would reveal |Q(D)|, but this is allowed, since privacy in these models is defined to
be the protection of anything beyond the query results, while the output size is certainly part of the query
results.
Below, we first review output-sensitive algorithms in the RAM model. In Section 6.2 and 6.3, we show
how to construct the second circuit given DC and OUT. Then we discuss how to build the first circuit in
Section 6.4.

6.1

Output-sensitive RAM Algorithms

Output-sensitive algorithms for conjunctive query evaluation in the RAM model are obtained by combining
the generalized hypertree decomposition (GHD) [19], the Yannakakis algorithm [34] for acyclic joins, and a
worst-case optimal algorithm for FCQs such as PANDA [3].
We start with the GHD for FCQs:
Definition 1. Given an FCQ Q with hypergraph H = ([n], E), a generalized hypertree decomposition is a
pair (T , χ) of a tree T = (VT , ET ) and function χ : VT → 2[n] such that
• every hyperedge F ∈ E is a subset of some χ(t), t ∈ VT ; and
• for each attribute i ∈ [n], the tree nodes containing i, i.e., {t ∈ VT | i ∈ χ(t)}, form a connected
component of T .
The set χ(t) of each node t is referred to as a bag of the GHD. Given a GHD of Q, one first computes
the FCQ associated with each bag χ(t), t ∈ VT , and then runs the Yannakakis algorithm [34] on T . The
total running time will be the total time of computing all the bags, plus O(|Q(D)|). As the query size is
considered a constant, we find the GHD that minimizes the maximum running time for computing the bags.
This leads to various definitions of width. Plugging in PANDA as the algorithm for computing each bag, we
obtain a running time of Õ(N + 2da-fhtw(Q) + |Q(D)|), where
def

da-fhtw(Q) == min max

max

(T ,χ) t∈VT h∈Γ∩HDC

h(χ(t))

(6)

is the degree-aware fractional hypertree width of Q.
For a non-full conjunctive query, a common approach is to restrict the GHD to be free-connex [8], which,
intuitively speaking, puts all free variables above the bound variables. The only change we have to make is
that in (6), (T , χ) only ranges over free-connex GHDs. Note that for non-full conjunctive queries, |Q(D)| is
usually smaller than on the FCQ, but da-fhtw(Q) becomes larger as the GHD is restricted to be free-connex.
For a BCQ Q, all GHDs are free-connex (since there are no free variables) and |Q(D)| = 1, so a BCQ can be
evaluated in time Õ(N + 2da-fhtw(Q) ) without any restriction on the GHD.
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6.2

Yannakakis by Circuits

In order to turn GHD-based RAM algorithms to output-sensitive circuits (as defined above), we need two
more components in addition to PANDA-C: The first is a circuit for computing |Q(D)| given DC, and the
second is a circuit version of the Yannakakis algorithm for given DC and OUT = |Q(D)|. The first circuit
has Õ(1) depth and Õ(N + 2da-fhtw(Q) ) size, while the second has Õ(1) depth and Õ(N + 2da-fhtw(Q) + OUT)
size, Thus, the total size of the two circuits matches the RAM running time. We describe the second circuit,
called Yannakakis-C, in this subsection; the first circuit is actually a simple variant of this circuit.
We adopt the 3-phase version of the Yannakakis algorithm as described in [32]. Let (T , χ) be a free-connect
GHD of a given query Q. In the first phase, which we call reduce, after computing the FCQ associated with
each bag, it performs a bottom-up pass over T to remove all bounded variables by projections and semijoins.
Now T becomes an acyclic FCQ. In the second phase, it makes two semijoin passes to remove all dangling
tuples, i.e., tuples that will not appear in the query results. In the third phase, it performs another bottom-up
pass of joins to compute the query results.
The circuit for the reduce phase, Reduce-C, is described in Algorithm 8. This is readily a circuit, observing
that a semijoin RX ⋉ SY can be implemented as RX ⋊
⋉ ΠX∩Y (SY ). After the projection, the join becomes
a primary key join, so a semijoin can be implemented by a circuit of Õ(1) depth and Õ(|RX | + |RY |) size.
Thus, Reduce-C has Õ(1) depth and Õ(N + 2da-fhtw(Q) ) size.
Algorithm 8: Reduce-C(Q)
1
2
3
4

5
6

Let (T , χ) be a free-connex GHD of Q;
for v ∈ VT do in parallel
B ← χ(v);
Let ⟨δv , hv ⟩ ≥ h(B) be the Shannon-flow inequality such that
⟨δv , hv ⟩ = max{h(B) | h ∈ Γn ∩ HDC} (see Theorem 1);
Let ProofSeqv be the proof sequence of ⟨δv , hv ⟩ ≥ h(B) (see Theorem 2);
TB ← PANDA-C(R, DC, (δv , hv ), ProofSeqv );
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for v ∈ VT in bottom-up manner (root excluded) do
p ← the parent of v;
B ← χ(v); Bp ← χ(p);
F ← the set of free variables in B;
if F ⊆ Bp then
TBp ← TBp ⋉ TB ;
Remove v from T ;
else
Update χ(v) ← F and TF ← ΠF (TB );
Stop going upwards from v;
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return (T , χ, {Tχ(v) }v∈VT );

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

The second phase, described in line 2–9 of Algorithm 9, also only needs semijoins, so can be implemented
by a circuit of Õ(1) depth and linear size.
The third phase (line 10–18 of Algorithm 9) requires some more work since it uses joins (line 14) over
relations whose degrees may not be bounded. In general, such a join needs a circuit of size |TB | · |TBp |,
which may be greater than OUT. However, after all dangling tuples have been removed, it is guaranteed that
|TB ⋊
⋉ TBp | ≤ OUT. Thus, we need a join circuit between two relations whose join size is bounded instead
of the degrees.

6.3

Output-bounded Join

Let R(A, B) and S(B, C) be two relations with |R| = M , |S| = N and |R ⋊
⋉ S| ≤ OUT ≤ M N . The
output-bounded join circuit will output a relation of size exactly OUT (padding dummy tuples if necessary),
while the circuit should have size Õ(M + N + OUT). Note that an output-bounded join is more general than
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Algorithm 9: Yannakakis-C(Q, OUT)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

(T , χ, {Tχ(v) }v∈VT ) ← Reduce-C(Q);
for v ∈ VT in bottom-up manner (root excluded) do
p ← the parent of v;
B ← χ(v); Bp ← χ(p);
Update TBp ← TBp ⋉ TB ;
for v ∈ VT in top-down manner (leaves excluded) do
for vc ∈ the children of v do in parallel
B ← χ(v); Bc ← χ(vc );
Update TBc ← TBc ⋉ TB ;
for v ∈ VT in bottom-up manner (root excluded) do
p ← the parent of v;
B ← χ(v); Bp ← χ(p);
OUTt ← min(OUT, |TB | · |TBp |);
Compute TB∪Bp ← TBp ⋊
⋉ TB by a output-bounded join circuit with output size bound OUTt ;
Remove v from T ;
Update χ(p) ← B ∪ Bp ;
Let r be the root node of T ;
return Tχ(r) ;

a degree-bounded join studied in Section 5.4: if degS (B) ≤ d, then OUT ≤ M d, so an output-bounded join
circuit with OUT = M d also works for a degree-bounded join.
Circuit Description The circuit is described in Algorithm 10. It uses the decomposition operator in
PANDA-C, as well as the degree-bounded join in Section 5.4. In addition, it needs a truncation operator,
which was introduced in Section 5.3.
Algorithm 10: Output-bounded Join Circuit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Decompose S → ∪ki=1 Si subject to (4);
for i ← 1 to k do in parallel
Compute Ri ← R ⋉ Si ;
Ni ← ⌊OUT/2i−1 ⌋;
Truncate Ri to size Ni ;
Compute Ji (A, B, C) ← Ri ⋊
⋉ Si subject to the degree constraint degSi (B) ≤ 2i−1 ;
J ← ∪ki=1 Ji ;
Truncate J to size OUT;
return J;

Correctness Proof to Algorithm 10. If we do not do the truncation in line 5, then it is obvious that J
contains all join results because {Si }ki=1 is a partitioning of S. Truncating J to size OUT in line 8 does not
remove any join results as we are guaranteed that |R ⋊
⋉ S| ≤ OUT.
def

Next we show that the truncation in line 5 does not remove non-dummy tuples from Ri , i.e., |Ri | ≤ Ni ==
⌊OUT/2i−1 ⌋. Note that Ri = R ⋉ Si is the set of tuples in R that can join with Si , and degSi (B) ≥ 2i−1 .
⋉ Si , so we have 2i−1 |Ri | ≤ |Ri ⋊
⋉ Si | ≤ |R ⋊
⋉
Therefore, each tuple in Ri produces at least 2i−1 tuples in Ri ⋊
i−1
S| ≤ OUT, which implies |Ri | ≤ OUT/2 , or equivalently |Ri | ≤ Ni , as |Ri | is an integer.
Complexity Analysis The depth of the circuit is obviously Õ(1), so we only analyze the size. Consider
any i ∈ [k]. Since |R| = M , |Ri | ≤ OUT/2i−1 , |Si | ≤ |S| = N , and degSi (B) ≤ 2i−1 , the join circuit in line
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9 has size Õ(OUT/2i−1 · 2i−1 + N ) = Õ(OUT + N ). Therefore, the total size of the output-bounded join
circuit is Õ(M + N + OUT), recalling that the decomposition produces k = Õ(1) sub-relations.

6.4

Computing OUT

We can use a variant of Yannakakis-C to compute OUT = |Q(D)|. We still first perform the reduce phase to
remove all bound variables. Then we perform the bottom-up semijoin phase, except that in each semijoin
RX ⋉ SY = RX ⋊
⋉ ΠX∩Y (SY ), we replace the projection with a sum aggregation, and after the join, we
need to multiply the sub-join sizes together. The circuit is described in Algorithm 11, in which we use a map
operator ρψ,F ′ (RF ) = {ψ(t) | t ∈ RF } for a function ψ : dom(F ) → dom(F ′ ) that returns a relation with
attribute set F ′ . This operator can be trivially implemented by a Boolean circuit of linear size and Õ(1)
depth.
Algorithm 11: Computing OUT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

(T , χ, {Tχ(v) }v∈VT ) ← Reduce-C(Q);
for v ∈ VT do in parallel
Add an attribute Av to Tχ(v) with values set to 1;
for v ∈ VT in bottom-up manner (root excluded) do
p ← the parent of v;
B ← χ(v); Bp ← χ(p);
F ← B ∩ Bp ;
TBp Ap ← ρψ,Bp Ap (TBp Ap ⋊
⋉ ΠF,sum(Av ) (TBAv )), where ψ(t) = (t.Bp , t.Ap · t.sum(Av ));
Remove v from T ;
Let r be the root node of T ;
return Π∅,sum(Ar ) (Tχ(r) );
Finally we conclude the following theorem.

Theorem 5. For any CQ Q, there is a uniform family of Boolean circuits which evaluates Q(D) for any D
conforming to given degree constraints DC and output size OUT = Q(D). The circuits have Õ(1) depth and
Õ(N + 2da-fhtw(Q) + OUT) size. Besides, the output size OUT can be computed by another uniform family of
Boolean circuits given only degree constraints DC, which have Õ(1) depth and Õ(N + 2da-fhtw(Q) ) size.

7

Extensions

Achieving Submodular Width All the development in this section use one GHD. Marx [27] observe
that using multiple GHDs can further reduce the running time. PANDA can be used to compute disjunctive
datalog rules. Together with multiple GHDs, this leads to a running time where the width is the degree-aware
submodular width [3]:
def

da-subw(Q) ==

max

min max h(χ(t)),

h∈Γ∩HDC (T ,χ) t∈VT

which is always no larger than da-fhtw(Q). As PANDA-C is a relational circuit for PANDA, the results in
Theorem 5 also hold even if da-fhtw(Q) is replaced by da-subw(Q).
Aggregation Queries Join-aggregate queries over semirings, i.e., AJAR/FAQ queries as defined in [23, 2],
can also be handled by circuits: We first compute OUT using Algorithm 11. Then we invoke Yannakakis-C.
To compute the aggregations correctly, we attach an annotation to each tuple. In Yannakakis-C, we replace
each projection (including the one used in semijoins) by an ⊕-aggregation circuit; after each join, we use a
map circuit to compute the ⊗-aggregation of the tuples comprising each join result. Here ⊕ and ⊗ are the
semiring addition and multiplications. These additional circuits do not increase the overall depth/size by
more than a constant factor. This way, the results in Theorem 5 also hold for join-aggregate queries. However,
da-fhtw(Q) cannot be replaced by da-subw(Q) for join-aggregate queries, since using multiple GHDs cannot
19

ensure that each annotation is aggregated only once. In fact, how to achieve the submodular width remains
an open problem even in the RAM model [3].
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